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Tamil India language files

History
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- Target version set to Candidate for next major release

Thank you for translating to Tamil.

According to https://www.ethnologue.com/guides/ethnologue200, Tamil is the 17th most spoken language in the world. I think there is no reason not to merge Dhanasingh Krishnapandian's effort to the core.

Files

- wiki_syntax_detailed_textile.html: 27.4 KB, 2021-03-18, Dhanasingh Krishnapandian
- wiki_syntax_detailed_markdown.html: 27.5 KB, 2021-03-18, Dhanasingh Krishnapandian
- wiki_syntax_markdown.html: 6.27 KB, 2021-03-18, Dhanasingh Krishnapandian
- wiki_syntax_textile.html: 6.46 KB, 2021-03-18, Dhanasingh Krishnapandian
- jstoolbar-ta-in.js: 1.4 KB, 2021-03-18, Dhanasingh Krishnapandian
- ta-IN.yml: 116 KB, 2021-03-18, Dhanasingh Krishnapandian